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LIVING IN STYLE HOROSCOPES

horoscope
YOUR MONTHLY

DISCOVER WHAT THE STARS HAVE IN STORE FOR
YOU OVER THE NEXT THREE MONTHS WITH ASTROLOGER PATSY BENNETT.
WWW.ASTROCAST.COM.AU

LIBRA

CAPRICORN

TAURUS

You’re entering a fresh,
transformative chapter;
you’ll feel compelled to
make important changes
which will affect the rest of
2014. You’ll revitalise your
personal life through a
change of location or new
circumstances. You may
need to adapt to someone’s
unpredictable timetable or
mood swings
mid-December, but this will
pre-empt a breakthrough as
you begin 2015.

APRIL 21ST- MAY 21ST

LEO

DEC 22ND- JAN 20TH
Your home life will be in the spotlight for the

The Taurus Full Moon on November 7 will

November could present a turning point,

next few months. So much revolves around

revitalise your personal life, your

especially if you focus on creating

this important area of your life and your

appearance and wellbeing; and the stars

feel-good vibes, both for yourself and for

SCORPIO

OCT 24TH- NOV 22ND
The solar eclipse on October 24 will
encourage you to look at new ways to get
ahead, especially in your personal life. Work
and/or health should turn a corner. Decide
how you’d like to move forwards, ideally;
and what your goals are, as you may need
to make a tough call regarding a particular
agreement. Your finances will benefit from
an overhaul to help manage commitments.

SAGITTARIUS

NOV 23RD- DEC 21ST

Proactive Mars in your finance sector for
most of November could spell a marvellous
boost to your bank balance; but also the
chance that you’ll overspend, so you’ll do
well to take special care financially at this
time. A health or a work matter could turn a
corner and you’ll enter the festive season
with wind in your sails, to enjoy a sociable
and fun-loving end to the year.

JULY 24TH- AUG 23RD

decisions will reflect how much you value

will support your efforts to improve health

those you care about. December’s stars will

being settled and nurtured. Luckily, a

and fitness now. Abundant Jupiter in your

pinpoint differences of opinion or

breakthrough is possible, which could spell

family and property zone will spotlight your

unfairness in agreements which will merit

a more stable phase. Mid-December will

creature comforts in December, which

carefully ironing out. And, as you enter

mark a turning point which will highlight

you’ll enjoy; and resolutions for 2015 could

2015, get set for changes at home or with

your priorities for the near future.

even turn out to be life-changing.

family; although you’ll enjoy some seasonal
cheer first.

AQUARIUS

GEMINI

JAN 21ST- FEB 19TH

MAY 22ND- JUNE 22ND

You’ll feel proactive, curious and revitalised

This will be a busy time for you, so it’s

by new interests, groups and people who

important to have a long-term plan and to

The next few months are all about

will strike a chord in your imagination and

see your life as an upwards curve; it’ll only

relationships; and specifically about how
you share, care and divide assets, duties

VIRGO

AUG 24TH- SEPT 24TH

your heart. Look outside the box over the

get better as a result. Believe in yourself

next few months and as you move into

and don’t accept less than you’re worth,

and time. A financial matter will gain ground

2015. Will you move forwards or dig your

but maintain realistic expectations too. A

towards the end of October and early

heels into a situation which has, truthfully,

new work initiative could be ideal and may

November. Ensure you avoid a personality

run its course? Pace yourself: Christmas

provide stability, especially if you negotiate

clash mid-December. A nostalgic feeling

cheer could begin early in December.

well. You’ll feel motivated to enjoy life more.

PISCES

CANCER

FEB 20TH- MARCH 20TH

JUNE 23RD- JULY 23RD

It’s full-steam ahead for the next few

New developments with family or property

months, as your career, status and general

may involve careful negotiations or talks to

direction gain traction. And, if matters seem

ensure everyone is on the same page and

stuck in the mud in November, rest assured

that volcanic tempers or emotions are kept

these should move forward by the end of

in check, especially in November.

the month or early December, especially if

December will bring ideal circumstances for

you’re willing to cut your losses if

work and health initiatives, as you’ll gain

necessary. Avoid dragging dead wood into

ground in both areas. Aim for more stability

2015 by being decisive and proactive now.

at work and better health in 2015: it’s within

ARIES

MARCH 21ST- APR 20TH
Get set to take dramatic steps forward over
the next few months; you may even achieve
a long-term goal. Collaborations and a
fresh financial chapter suggest a business
or work-related venture could be ideal,
especially if you’re careful with contract
details. Adventure, travel and your favourite
activities will appeal. Plan to do something
unique and you could even excel.

towards 2015 could include a visit to an old
haunt, and set the stage for reunions and
jollity you’ll delight in.

reach.

PATSY BENNETT

SEPT 24TH- OCT 23RD
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